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Despite the ubiquitous nature of misfolded intermediates in RNA folding, little is known about
their physical properties or the folding transitions that allow them to continue folding
productively. Folding of the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme includes sequential accumulation of
two intermediates, termed Itrap and misfolded (M). Here we probe the structure and folding
transition of Itrap and compare them to those of M. Hydroxyl radical and dimethyl sulfate (DMS)
footprinting show that both Itrap and M are extensively structured and crudely resemble the native
RNA. However, regions of the core P3–P8 domain are more exposed to solvent in Itrap than M.
Itrap rearranges to continue folding nearly 1000-fold faster than M, and urea accelerates folding of
Itrap much less than M. Thus, the rate-limiting transition from Itrap requires a smaller increase in
exposed surface. Mutations that disrupt peripheral tertiary contacts give large and nearly uniform
increases in re-folding of M, whereas the same mutations give at most modest increases in folding
from Itrap. Intriguingly, mutations within the peripheral element P5abc give 5–10-fold
accelerations in escape from Itrap, whereas ablation of P13, which lies on the opposite surface in
the native structure, near the P3–P8 domain, has no effect. Thus, the unfolding required from Itrap
appears to be local, whereas the unfolding of M appears to be global. Further, the modest effects
from several mutations suggest that there are multiple pathways for escape from Itrap and that
escape is aided by loosening nearby native structural constraints, presumably to facilitate local
movements of nucleotides or segments that have not formed native contacts. Overall, these and
prior results suggest a model in which the global architecture and peripheral interactions of the
RNA are achieved relatively early in folding. Multiple folding and re-folding events occur on the
predominant pathway to the native state, with increasing native core interactions and cooperativity
as folding progresses.
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A hallmark of RNA folding in vitro is the presence and accumulation of misfolded
intermediates, referred to as ‘kinetic traps’, which must partially unfold to continue folding
productively to the native state.1–3 Far less is known about RNA folding in vivo, but multistep folding and assembly processes are common, and these processes are assisted by RNA
binding proteins and chaperones.3–6 To understand why and how RNA assembly and
folding pathways have evolved and how they function, it is necessary to unravel the intrinsic
folding properties of RNAs.
Nearly every RNA whose folding has been studied has been found to be rate-limited for
folding by the presence of one or more trapped intermediates, typically diagnosed by an
increased folding rate in the presence of a denaturant such as urea.7–11However, relatively
little is known about the physical properties of these misfolded states and the folding
transitions that lead to their formation and decay.
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The Tetrahymena group I ribozyme has provided a powerful system for studies of RNA
folding for more than a decade. Early folding studies demonstrated the presence of
intermediates,12–14 one of which was shown to be kinetically trapped and stabilized by
native structure within the peripheral element P5abc.9 Subsequent delineation of a kinetic
framework established that there are two distinct intermediates that are formed sequentially,
termed Itrap and M (Scheme 1).15 It was not clear whether one or a mixture of these was
probed in the early experiments. However, the kinetic framework delineated conditions that
give selective accumulation of each species to a large fraction of the total population.10,15
We used this framework to characterize the long-lived intermediate M.10,16 Probes of
global and local structure indicated that the structure of M is highly similar to the native
state, N, with differences localized to the conserved core, yet activity assays demonstrated
that re-folding of M to the native state is very slow and involves extensive disruption of
structure. These and other results led to a structural model in which the misfolded species is
a local topological isomer of the native state that requires extensive unfolding to convert to
the native state.10
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Here we explore the earlier folding intermediate, Itrap, and compare its structural features
and folding properties with those of the later intermediate M, as determined previously10 or
as measured side-by-side herein. We find that Itrap and M are both extensively structured
and appear to share structural features, but elements of the conserved core are more exposed
to solvent in Itrap. Further, the folding properties of these two intermediates are dramatically
different from each other, as Itrap re-folds to N much more readily and with much less
extensive structural disruption. These differences may reflect the challenges associated with
formation of cooperative networks of interactions as the RNA proceeds to its active
conformation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The secondary structure and tertiary arrangement of the Tetrahymena ribozyme are shown in
Fig. 1. The native structure of the RNA is stabilized by five long-range, peripheral contacts,
indicated by double-headed arrows. The peripheral elements that form these contacts are
conserved in the C1 subclass of group I introns, and they surround the universally conserved
catalytic core.17–19 In the previously studied misfolded intermediate M, each of the
peripheral contacts is formed, and the core is protected from solution-based hydroxyl
radicals with a pattern that is nearly identical to that for the native ribozyme. Indeed, the M
state can carry out a catalytic reaction using one of the two normal ribozyme substrates.10
Nevertheless, conversion to the native state is extraordinarily slow and is enhanced by 10–
J Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 July 30.
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200-fold upon disruption of any of the long-range tertiary contacts.10 These and additional
data led us to propose that the native peripheral contacts trap a topological isomer of the
native ribozyme that prevents proper binding of one of the substrates and requires global
unfolding to allow rearrangement to the native state, despite the high similarity of the two
structures.
Here we probe the properties and behavior of a kinetic trap that is earlier on the folding
pathway, referred to as Itrap (Scheme 1). Itrap is formed by essentially the entire ribozyme
population when folding is initiated by adding divalent cation (Mg2+) to a solution of
ribozyme in low or moderate concentrations of monovalent cations,20,21 and we have used
these conditions to populate and study Itrap.
Chemical Footprinting of Itrap
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To probe the tertiary structure of the Itrap folding intermediate, we performed hydroxyl
radical footprinting using Fe(II)-EDTA.22 We also used dimethyl sulfate (DMS)
footprinting as a probe of the base-pairing faces of adenosine and cytidine nucleotides.23–26
After forming Itrap by incubating the ribozyme briefly with Mg2+ ion,10,11,15 footprinting
was performed for a time that is sufficiently short to prevent the ribozyme from progressing
significantly to the more stable native and misfolded structures (see Materials and Methods).
To allow direct comparisons between Itrap and other species, the native, misfolded, and
unfolded ribozyme (U) species were footprinted side-by-side.
Changes in solvent exposure in Itrap relative to the unfolded ribozyme were readily apparent
by hydroxyl radical footprinting (Fig. 2a). Similar to both the native and misfolded
structures, Itrap is protected within the core of the ribozyme (P4, P6, P6a), as well as in
peripheral elements that pack against the core (P5abc, P9.1a), and it is enhanced in exposure
in several of the same regions as the native and misfolded structures (L2.1, P5a, L6b, P9.1).
The corresponding patterns of structure formation, relative to unfolded ribozyme, are shown
for M in Fig. 2b and for N in Fig. S1a. Thus, many of the structural features of the Itrap
intermediate appear to be similar to the native and misfolded species.
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DMS footprinting also revealed substantial protection in Itrap, relative to U, and gave similar
patterns for Itrap and both the native and misfolded species (Fig. 2(a, c) and Fig. S1b). This
similarity suggests that interconversion between these species involves at most local changes
in secondary structure. DMS footprinting also provided evidence for formation in Itrap of at
least some of the peripheral tertiary contacts. Protections were observed in loops L5b
(A151–A153), L5c (C170-A172), and the A-rich bulge (A183, A184, and A186), suggesting
that the three tertiary contacts involving P5abc are formed (see Fig. 1). Protection was also
observed in L9.1 (A347, C350–A352), which pairs with L2.1 to form P13. Additionally, the
DMS pattern of L2.1 was similar to that of the native state,10 with modest protection at A74
and C79 and enhanced modification adjacent to the loop (A69) relative to U. Together, these
observations suggest that P13 is formed in Itrap.
In summary, chemical footprinting provides evidence for extensive structure formation in
Itrap, including formation of four of the five long-range tertiary contacts. Support for the fifth
contact (L9/P5) and independent support for three of the contacts (P14, L5b/J6a, P5a/P4)
comes from the mutagenesis experiments described in the next section.
Despite the extensive similarities, significant differences also exist between the footprinting
patterns of Itrap and the other folded structures (N and M). Pronounced differences in
protection from hydroxyl radicals between the native and misfolded species were reported
within P7 of the core,10 and these differences were largely reproduced under the conditions
used here (A263–A270 and U207-G312, Fig. S1c).† In this region, Itrap is indistinguishable
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from M, and both intermediates show large differences relative to N (Fig. 2c–e and Fig.
S1(b and c)). Thus, during the transition from Itrap to N, the 5´-strand of P7 becomes
protected from solvent, whereas in the transition from Itrap to M, it remains exposed.
Similarly, in the localized regions that give pronounced differences between N and M in
reactivity to DMS (A218–A219 in J6/6a and A342 in J9.1/9.1a), Itrap gives levels of
exposure that are similar to M. There are also significant differences in Itrap relative to M
that were visible in hydroxyl radical footprinting (Fig. 2c–e). The most prominent
differences are within the core, in J7/3, J3/8, and J2/3, and J8/7, where each segment is more
exposed in Itrap. There are also smaller changes in accessibility scattered throughout the
structure. Thus, there is apparently a reorganization that is centered on the core during the
folding transition from Itrap. Consistent with this model, these regions were shown in timeresolved footprinting experiments to be protected on the time scale that would be expected
for further folding from Itrap.27 DMS footprinting revealed additional significant differences
in modification of a small number of nucleotides (Fig. 2c and Fig. S1b). Nucleotide C255,
near the interface of the P4–P6 and P3–P8 domains, was protected in M and N relative to
Itrap, raising the possibility of a rearrangement at or near the domain interface. Nucleotides
C278 and A103, within P3, and A306 within J8/7, were also protected from DMS
modification in M and N relative to Itrap, providing further support for a rearrangement in
the P3–P8 domain of the core.
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In summary, the observed changes in solvent exposure of core elements suggest that there is
substantial reorganization of the core subsequent to Itrap formation. The high degree of
similarity of the DMS footprinting patterns of Itrap, M and N suggests that there are no large
differences in secondary structure. Indeed, even the ‘unfolded’ state (‘U’ in scheme 1) is
thought to include most of the secondary structure elements present in the final native RNA
structure.21‡
Escape from Itrap: Faster and with less structural disruption than for the later kinetic trap,
M
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It was shown previously that both Itrap and M give folding transitions to N (i.e., a fraction of
Itrap folds to N without first forming M; see Scheme 1), but the properties of these folding
transitions differ substantially.15,20,28 M is much longer-lived than Itrap, with a rate
constant for further folding of 0.002 min−1 at 37 °C and 10 mM Mg2+ compared to 1.5
min−1 for further folding of Itrap.15,20 In addition, folding of M to N slows sharply with
increasing Mg2+ (5–100 mM), whereas folding from Itrap to N is insensitive to Mg2+
concentration across this range.15 Here we further probe the properties of the folding
transition from Itrap by determining the effects of adding urea and eliminating tertiary
contacts by mutation, and we compare these effects with those on the folding transition from
M.
The rate constant for formation of N from Itrap was determined by monitoring cleavage of
the oligonucleotide substrate CCCUCUA5 (S) upon initiation of tertiary folding by Mg2+
addition. Because substrate cleavage is much faster than overall folding, detection of the
cleavage product provides a probe for the rate of overall folding, which is limited in rate by

†Consistent with previous work, nucleotides 263–270 showed protection in the native state relative to the misfolded state. On the
other strand of P7 (nt 307–312), the patterns differed substantially between N and M, again consistent with the earlier work.10
However, a small enhancement observed previously in the N state became more prominent (U307–G309), and the adjacent protection
became less prominent (U310–G312), such that only the enhancement is large enough to be shown in Fig. 2e (yellow). It is not clear
whether the difference between this work and the earlier work is caused by the changes in solution conditions or by unknown
differences in the experiment or analysis, but this difference in the results does not affect the conclusions.
‡There are limited changes in secondary structure between the unfolded and native conformations, most notably the formation of the
long-range P3 pseudoknot in N, which replaces a local pairing interaction termed alt P3.21,48 The correct P3 pairing also appears to
be present in the M state,10 but it is not yet clear whether P3 or alt P3 is formed in Itrap.
J Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 July 30.
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the transition from Itrap to N (for the fraction of the ribozyme that avoids M).20,29 The
addition of urea gave a modest increase in the rate constant for N formation from Itrap (Fig.
3). The increase corresponds to an m-value of 0.56 kcal mol−1 M−1, equivalent to the
equilibrium m-value for the disruption of 5–6 base pairs.30 In contrast, folding from M to N
is much more strongly dependent on urea concentration, with an m-value of 1.7 kcal mol−1
M−1, equivalent to disruption of 23 base pairs.10,30
Protection of the core elements was monitored previously using binding of complementary
oligonucleotides followed by RNase H cleavage, and this transition gave a rate constant of 1
min−1 and an m-value of 0.45 kcal mol−1 M−1.9,12 Based on the conditions used and the
similar folding rates and m-value, this earlier work most likely followed the escape from
Itrap. Protection of the core from hydroxyl radicals was previously observed to give rate
constants in the same range and a modest urea dependence,27,31,32 suggesting that the
transition from Itrap was followed in this earlier work as well, although alternative pathways
appeared to be populated significantly at the higher temperature of 42 °C in these studies.
27,31,32
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As a further probe of the degree and nature of unfolding in the escape from Itrap, we
examined the effects of disrupting peripheral tertiary contacts by mutation (see Fig. 1), using
activity as a folding monitor as above. Previous work showed that contact disruption can
affect the intermediates populated early in folding, at least with higher concentrations of Na+
ion.33 Nevertheless, the dominant folding pathways for all of the mutants appear to include
formation of the late folding intermediates Itrap and M,10,33 allowing us to probe the
properties of these intermediates in folding of the mutated ribozymes.
Disruption of tertiary contacts generally increased the rate of folding from Itrap, suggesting
that partial unfolding of the periphery facilitates the transition (Fig. 4 and Table S1). This
observation is consistent with previous results indicating that structure within P5abc
stabilizes a misfolded intermediate, presumably Itrap as noted above.9 On the other hand, the
mutational effects on Itrap folding were modest, with no contact disruptions giving larger
than a 5–10-fold effect. For comparison, re-folding of each ribozyme mutant from the M
state was measured under the same conditions (Fig. 4). The magnitudes of the increases in
re-folding rate from M were somewhat larger than observed previously at higher
temperature and lower Mg2+ concentration,10 and were much larger than for re-folding of
Itrap (100–1000-fold for M vs <10-fold for Itrap). The mutagenesis results are consistent with
the effects of urea, described above, suggesting that substantially greater unfolding is
required for continued folding of M than Itrap.
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These measurements also gave insight into the ‘decision’ in folding between pathways to the
native and misfolded conformations, which was shown previously to be made during the
transition from Itrap.15 The mutations had at most small effects on the partitioning between
folding to the native and misfolded structures (<2-fold, Table S1), consistent with earlier
results under similar conditions.10 The distinct and larger effects of mutations on the folding
rate than the choice between pathways suggest that escape from Itrap and the commitment to
alternative pathways are separate events within the folding process (see Fig. 5). Further
support for this model comes from the prior observation of an alternative folding pathway
that avoids Itrap but gives the same partitioning between the N and M states.21
Overall, the large, nearly uniform effects of tertiary contact mutations on re-folding from M,
as well as the large m-value and temperature, Mg2+, and solvent isotope dependences10
suggest a transition state in which all or nearly all of the tertiary contacts are disrupted and
the RNA is globally unfolded. In stark contrast, these dependences are much weaker for Itrap
and are not uniform. Strikingly, mutation of one of the tertiary elements, P13, gave
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essentially no effect, despite strong evidence for the presence of P13 in Itrap (Fig. 2) and
even in the absence of Mg2+ under some conditions (ref. 21; S. Solomatin and D.H.,
unpublished results). Further, the small m-value suggests that not all of the peripheral
tertiary interactions need be broken to escape from Itrap. We therefore suggest a model in
which folding from Itrap occurs with a local disruption of structure, whereas folding from M
involves global unfolding.
Further development of the model for escape from Itrap via local unfolding
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The differential effects of peripheral mutations allow us to hone our model for the local
unfolding that allows the RNA to escape from the folding intermediate Itrap (Fig. 5).
Mutations in the region of the molecule within and nearby helices P4 through P6 result in an
increased folding rate, whereas mutations that disrupt the P13 tertiary contact, between the
loops adjoining P2.1 and P9.1, do not. P13 sits away from the other tertiary contacts in the
native molecule, and the considerable compaction of the ribozyme in Itrap 16,34 and the
evidence for formation of each of the long-range tertiary contacts (ref. 9 and data herein)
suggests that the positioning of these elements within Itrap is similar to that in the native
state. Thus, the results suggest that the unfolding to escape from Itrap occurs primarily on the
P4–P6 side of the molecule (the left side of the RNA in the cartoon shown in Fig. 5).
Additional unfolding of other regions may occur after the rate-limiting transition state, as
shown in Fig. 5, but would not be detected because it would not influence the overall rate of
the transition.
Comparison to prior results provides additional evidence for local unfolding and suggests
that the unfolding event on the P4–P6 face is modest, not involving full unraveling of even
local structured elements. Folding of the P4–P6 domain involves the close packing of the
P5abc subdomain against the helical stack that includes P4, P5, and P6, and folding can
readily occur independently of the rest of the molecule.35,36 The folded structure is
stabilized by two tertiary contacts between P5abc and the adjacent helical stack (indicated
by arrows in Fig. 1).
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There is strong evidence that P4–P6 forms early in folding, prior to formation of Itrap,
12,27,31,32,37,38 and the two tertiary contacts within P4–P6 have been shown to form
stably and with a high degree of cooperativity within the isolated P4–P6 domain (K = 12 at
22 °C with 10 mM Mg2+ and 200 mM Na+ and K = 100 under these conditions with 70 mM
Mg2+; ref. 39 and B. Sattin and D.H., unpublished results). Assuming that these contacts are
at least as stable in Itrap, if escape from Itrap required disruption of the contacts, then
mutation of either contact would give an acceleration equivalent to its equilibrium constant
for formation. In contrast, the effects are modest (5-fold) relative to their equilibrium
constants, and the difference between the expected and observed effects is expected to be
still larger with increased Mg2+ concentration, which increases the stability of the contacts
in P4–P6 but does not slow folding from Itrap.15 Thus, the results most simply suggest that
disruption of the tertiary contacts facilitates escape from Itrap but is not a required event in
the unfolding pathway. Presumably the breaking of peripheral contacts provides more room
for moving and reshaping nucleotides within the core, many of which have yet to make their
native interactions, and/or weakens fortuitous nonnative interactions within the core that
must be broken to allow formation of the native interactions.
Further, the finding that multiple interactions can accelerate unfolding of Itrap when they are
disrupted, yet their disruptions are not absolutely required for unfolding of Itrap, suggests
that there are many different pathways for escape from this intermediate. Given the large
number of interactions within the ribozyme core and the significant conformational freedom
of the single-stranded RNA backbone, the existence of multiple pathways would not be
surprising, and there is increasing evidence for such complexities in RNA folding
J Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 July 30.
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landscapes.21,31,33,40–42 Understanding more about this complexity and about the
structures, dynamics, and energetics that underlie the folding pathways and intermediates
remains an important challenge in studies of RNA folding and function.
Native state formation via successive folding and unfolding steps
After escaping from Itrap, a small fraction of the ribozyme folds to the native state, but most
progresses to a second kinetically trapped intermediate, M (Fig. 5). For most of the
ribozyme, multiple additional cycles of unfolding and re-folding are necessary to achieve
native state formation. The intermediate M is similar in structure to the native state overall,
as revealed by structure and functional probing, but is very slow to convert to N. Escape
from M requires large-scale unfolding of the molecule, most likely to unravel a topological
isomer with an incorrect strand crossing within the ribozyme’s core.10
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The intermediate M also bears a strong resemblance to Itrap, and it is interesting to consider
why the properties of their folding transitions are so different. Although the peripheral
tertiary interactions appear to be formed (ref. 9 and data herein) and the elements that
comprise these interactions are likely in their native or near-native positions in the Itrap
intermediate, as noted above, the central catalytic core is not protected from solvent in Itrap
and is presumably not formed or not correctly formed. Conversion of Itrap to M or N
involves protections of the central core from solvent-based probes, suggesting increased
packing in the molecule’s center.
Formation of the peripheral contacts gives only small and variable slowing of the
rearrangement of Itrap, but these contacts strongly and nearly uniformly inhibit the escape
from M.10 The large effects of mutation of any of the long-range contacts on folding from
M most simply suggest that all of the contacts are disrupted during the transition to N, as
shown in Fig. 5. To account for the much larger effects on M than Itrap, we suggest a model
in which the peripheral contacts are strengthened as folding progresses from Itrap to M,
likely arising at least in part from increased cooperativity. Supporting a model of long-range
cooperativity, one of the peripheral elements, P5abc, was shown to stabilize the native state
relative to M, by 6 kcal/mol, by generating greater cooperativity with tertiary contacts away
from P4–P6 (ref. 43; T. Johnson and R.R., unpublished results). Other peripheral elements
have been shown to be important in stabilizing the native state in its active conformation
(ref. 44; T. Benz-Moy and D.H., unpublished results). Although it remains to be
demonstrated experimentally, the presence of a portion of this cooperativity in the M state
would provide a simple explanation for the large and nearly uniform effects of mutations, as
ablation of any contact in the network would also weaken the other contacts.
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Together, these and prior results suggest an intriguing progression of increased cooperativity
within the RNA as folding progresses. Indeed, the formation of interconnected, cooperative
structures may present a challenge to RNA folding, requiring RNAs to undergo multiple
rounds of folding and unfolding as they traverse complex and rugged energy landscapes.
Initial and simultaneous formation of a full network of native interactions would presumably
be unlikely for all but the simplest RNAs, especially given the considerable freedom of
motion of the RNA backbone and its propensity to form alternative structures. Local
unfolding and rearrangement may then allow new native contacts to form and energetic
connectivity to increase. If there are no large-scale errors in folding, such processes may
lead to formation of the native state. However, if large-scale unfolding is necessary to
resolve non-native regions, as observed here, the same local rearrangements would be
expected to increase the difficulty of subsequent folding steps that involve extensive
unfolding, leading to progressively larger energy barriers through the folding process.
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The L-21/ScaI Tetrahymena ribozyme was purified using Qiagen RNeasy columns as
described.45 Concentrations of wild-type and variant ribozymes were determined
spectrophotometrically using an extinction coefficient of 3.9 × 106 M−1 cm−1. The
oligonucleotide substrate was synthesized using standard solid-phase methods by the Protein
and Nucleic Acid Facility at Stanford, 5´-end-labeled with [γ-32P]ATP using T4
polynucleotide kinase and purified by non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis as
described.46
Hydroxyl-radical footprinting
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Hydroxyl-radical footprinting was performed using ‘Fast Fenton Footprinting’ conditions.22
Folding of 5′- or 3′-32P-labeled ribozyme was initiated at 25 °C by adding 10 mM Mg2+ in
50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0, and 0.2% H2O2 and allowed to proceed for 15 s or 30 s to
generate a population of predominantly Itrap.11,15 The footprinting patterns from these two
incubation times were the same within error, and both sets of data were included in the
reported values for Itrap. Footprinting was then initiated by adding Fenton reagents (5 mM
(NH4)2Fe(II)(SO4)2 and 6.25 mM EDTA, with Na-MOPS and Mg2+ concentrations
maintained at 50 mM and 10 mM, respectively, and H2O2 diluted to a final concentration of
0.15%). After 30 s of footprinting, reactions (12 µl) were quenched by addition of 2 vol of
ethanol (25 µl) and 1/10 vol of 3 M Na-acetate (1.2 µl). RNA was pelleted by centrifugation,
and cleavage products were separated by 8% denaturing PAGE, imaged using a
Phosphorimager (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ), and quantified using the singleband fitting program SAFA.47 Intensity values were normalized relative to the average
intensity from the range of nucleotides quantitated for each lane, and normalized values
from three to four independent determinations were averaged (with the exception of nt 30–
40, which were only probed once). For each secondary structure depiction of Fig. 2 and Fig.
S1, the average normalized values for each nucleotide from one ribozyme conformer were
subtracted from those of another conformer to obtain difference values, which are displayed
on a color scale as indicated. In Fig. 2(d and e), nucleotide segments are highlighted in blue
or yellow if at least two consecutive nucleotides had differences of at least 0.2 in their
average values. From this two-nucleotide ‘nucleus’, the boundaries of the segment to be
colored were established walking outward in each direction until either of the following
were reached: 1) two consecutive nucleotides with difference values of less than 0.1; or 2) a
nucleotide with a difference value of less than zero, i.e. where the protection or enhancement
was reversed.
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DMS footprinting
DMS footprinting was performed essentially as described.10,24,26 Reactions contained 2
µM L-21/ScaI ribozyme in 25 µl of 50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0, 10 mM Mg2+ solution at 15
°C. To give maximal population of Itrap for footprinting, the ribozyme was folded at 15 °C
in the presence of Mg2+ for one min, followed by addition of DMS (1 µl of 16% DMS in
ethanol) to a final concentration of 0.64%. DMS was allowed to react with the ribozyme for
1 min. The previously-determined rate constant of 0.15 min−1 for decay of Itrap to M and N
at 15 °C indicates that 85% of the population remains in the Itrap form at the time of DMS
addition and 75% remains at the end of DMS treatment (ref. 20, see Scheme 1c). DMS
reactions were quenched and processed as described10 and analyzed using SAFA.47 Band
intensity values were normalized by dividing by the intensity of the fully-extended product,
and results from two to four independent determinations were averaged. The final intensity
values were multiplied by an arbitrary scaling factor of 800 to allow comparison with
hydroxyl radical results on the same scale, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. S1. In these figures,
J Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 July 30.
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asterisks denote the most prominent changes in DMS footprinting, as defined by a change in
the intensity values of at least 0.2 and a relative change of at least 30%. This analysis avoids
nucleotides that are modified by DMS so strongly that they change in reactivity from one
ribozyme form to another by a large amount and are therefore colored strongly, but whose
changes are small relative to their total signal and therefore are likely to be less significant.
Catalytic activity measurements to follow formation of the native state
Folding transitions from the Itrap and M intermediates to the native state were followed by
the onset of enzymatic activity as described previously.15,20,29 Briefly, folding from Itrap
was followed by initiating Mg2+-induced folding in the presence of a trace amount of
radiolabeled oligonucleotide substrate (S) and saturating concentration of guanosine under
the desired solution conditions (50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0, 50 mM Mg2+, 25 °C or 50 mM
Na-MOPS, pH 7.0, 50 mM Mg2+, 11 °C). Progress curves displayed a burst of product
formation, which is rate-limited by the folding transition from Itrap to N and M, followed by
a slower product formation that is rate-limited by release of substrate from the misfolded
ribozyme and re-binding by the native ribozyme. Control experiments (ref. 10 and data not
shown) established that under the conditions used to follow folding, each ribozyme mutant
gives a rate constant for S cleavage that is large enough to ensure that folding remains ratelimiting in experiments designed to measure folding.
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Re-folding from M was followed by first incubating with 10 mM Mg2+ for 10–20 min at 25
°C (50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0) to form M (90% of the ribozyme population), then
transferring the reaction to 50 mM Mg2+ at 25 °C. At various times, aliquots were removed
and the fraction of native ribozyme was determined from the fraction of input substrate that
was cleaved in a rapid burst, as described previously.10,15,29
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DMS

dimethyl sulfate

EDTA

ethylene dinitrilotetraacetic acid

M

the long-lived misfolded conformation of the ribozyme

N

the native conformation

PAGE

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

S

the oligonucleotide substrate CCCUCUA5

U

the unfolded ensemble of conformations
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Fig. 1.

Secondary structure of the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme. The five long-range contacts are
indicated by thick arrows, and the mutations made to abolish these tertiary contacts are
indicated with boxes, with the substituted residues shown adjacent to each box.
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Fig. 2.
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Hydroxyl radical and DMS footprinting of the Itrap folding intermediate. (a–c) Comparisons
of footprinting pattern for different intermediates displayed on the secondary structure.
Shaded boxes beneath the nucleotide letters represent results of hydroxyl radical
footprinting, and boxes next to the letters represent results of DMS footprinting.10 The color
of each box corresponds to the difference in band intensity, and therefore the difference in
exposure to the chemical probe, of the indicated nucleotide between the two ribozyme
species in the comparison (see Methods for details). (a) Comparison of Itrap with the
unfolded ribozyme. Nucleotides that are protected in Itrap, i.e. modified by the probe to a
lesser extent, are blue, and those that are exposed in Itrap are yellow. (b) Comparison of M
and U. Nucleotides that are protected in M are blue and those that are more exposed in M
are yellow. (c) Direct comparison of M and Itrap. Nucleotides that are protected in M relative
to Itrap are blue, and those that are exposed in M are yellow. In panels a–c, the nucleotides
with the most prominent changes in DMS reactivity are highlighted with asterisks (see
Methods). (d and e) Comparisons of hydroxyl radical footprinting of the native ribozyme
with Itrap (panel d) or M (panel e), with results displayed on the model of the native tertiary
structure. Only the most prominent changes are displayed, with regions that are protected in
the native state shown in cyan and those that are enhanced shown in yellow (see Methods).
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Fig. 3.

Acceleration by urea of Itrap folding to the native state (○). Data for re-folding of M under
the same conditions (37 °C, 10 mM Mg2+) are included for comparison (∇, data from ref.
10). Across the range of urea concentrations shown for measurements of Itrap folding, the
rate constant was much larger than that for re-folding of M, allowing a robust determination
of the rate constant for the transition from Itrap to the native state. At higher urea
concentrations (1–2 M), these rate constants become more similar to each other, as shown
by the convergence of the lines, such that only the re-folding of M can be measured
accurately.
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Fig. 4.
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Effects of tertiary contact disruptions on re-folding of Itrap and M. Re-folding to the native
state from Itrap and M. Black bars, re-folding of M to the native state (25 °C, 50 mM Mg2+).
Red bars, re-folding of Itrap to the native state under the same conditions. Blue bars, refolding of Itrap under conditions that slow folding and therefore allow detection of the larger
effects (11 °C, 50 mM Mg2+). Data are shown relative to the corresponding values for the
wild-type ribozyme, which were measured in side-by-side reactions. These values are: 2 ×
10−5 min−1 for re-folding of M, 1.5 ± 0.4 min−1 for re-folding of Itrap at 25 °C, and 0.30 ±
0.14 min−1 for re-folding of Itrap at 11 °C. Measurements for folding from Itrap were
performed at least three times and are shown with error bars corresponding to the standard
deviation from these measurements. For some ribozyme variants, only a lower limit for the
folding rate constant from Itrap was determined at 25 °C, as indicated by upward-pointing
arrows above the red bars. For re-folding from M, measurements were performed once,
giving relative values that were qualitatively similar to previous measurements performed at
37 °C and 10 mM Mg2+ (ref. 10). The gray error bars show the expected uncertainties based
on previous measurements of re-folding, approximately 1.5–2-fold.
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Fig. 5.
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Model for continued folding of the intermediates Itrap and M. The five long-range tertiary
contacts are labeled in boxes. The four contacts that accelerate folding from Itrap when
mutated are labeled in red in the transition state adjacent to Itrap. P13 apparently remains
formed in the transition state from Itrap to the subsequent intermediate Icommitment (indicated
by the black label). Icommitment then continues to unfold more globally and partitions
predominantly to M, which then slowly re-folds to N. Folding transitions between
Icommitment, M, and N likely proceed through a large collection of intermediates and
transition states that are unfolded to varying degrees and may or may not be the same for the
different transitions. For simplicity, the entire collection is shown as a single transition state.
The rate constant of 100 min−1 from Icommitment to this transition state was determined
previously by measuring folding starting from conditions that allow avoidance of Itrap but
not Icommitment.21 M then slowly unfolds back to this transition state with a rate constant of
0.001 min−1, giving an observed rate constant of 10−4 min−1 after accounting for the 10-fold
greater likelihood of returning to M rather than proceeding to N. Once reached, the native
ribozyme unfolds back to this transition state very slowly. The indicated rate constant of
10−9 min−1 is calculated from the measured value of 105 for the equilibrium between N and
M.43 All of the rate constants shown are from experiments at 25 °C and 10 mM Mg2+.
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Scheme 1.
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